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THE BURNHAM PLAN CENTENNIAL

BOLD PLANS. BIG DREAMS.™

Burnham Pavilions
These centerspaces for the Centennial inspired new ways to look at Chicago today and new visions for the Chicago of tomorrow.
The temporary pavilions were on display free in Millenium Park June through November, 2019.

Newsroom
From the Chicago Tribune to the Wall Street Journal to ESQ America, news outlets around the world gave the Centennial great coverage that is archived in the newsrooms along with press releases and e-newsletters.

Sponsors
Generous support from foundations, corporations and individuals made the Centennial possible.

Program Partners
Hundreds of community and not-for-profit organizations, educational and cultural institutions, public agencies and others throughout the Chicago region hosted an array of history and future-focused activities.

The Burnham Blog
Urban affairs writer Patrick T. Farland blogged an entertaining look at the people, plans and ideas shaping metropolitan Chicago’s future. Look through his chronicle of the Centennial’s voices and faces.

Multimedia Gallery
Experience the Centennial through pictures, videos and online exhibits. This section offers a variety of ways to see and experience what’s happened throughout this Centennial year.

Make Big Plans
Make Big Plans was a Centennial exhibit displayed at more than 80 public libraries during 2009. While the exhibit is still visible in a number of locations, an online version of the library exhibits is also accessible here. In addition, the Newberry Library has launched an interactive Make Big Plans website with extensive information about the Plan of Chicago and its legacies.

Calendar Highlights
More than 300 civic, community, cultural and educational organizations honor the enduring spirit of the Plan of Chicago with a stunning array of exhibits, school programs, lectures, tours, Green Legacy projects and bold new plans.

Green Legacy Projects
The Centennial shined a spotlight on our region’s “green infrastructure” – its networks of open spaces and natural areas – as it worked with Openlands to advance more than 20 Green Legacy projects. While the Centennial helped to close critical gaps in this infrastructure, there is still much more to do. Explore the Green Legacy Project page to learn what was accomplished and what organizations are doing to keep improving and expanding open spaces and natural areas.
The Burnham Blog by Patrick T. Reardon

- The next Burnham is... you
- CMP and a new sort of region
- Six months of thinking and writing about planning
- The Burnham Plan as literature
- Learning a sense of place in the second grade
- Who was Edward H. Bennett? And why has he been overshadowed for a century by Daniel Burnham?
- Just another video
- Agent provocateurs
- Q&A with Carl Smith — “All this energy!
- Q&A with Carl Smith — “How the world came to be the way it is”
- Sunday
- Our green future
- Messiness — and “a nice place to live”
- Learning to plan — and lead — for the future
- Back in the thirties — Chicago in 1932
- Planning decisions
- Discovering their city on a field trip to Millennium Park
- Showcasing one community — and all communities
- Planning as a way of life
- Walking in the land of cars
- Back in the plan
- The “hidden or unknown” of the Burnham Plan
- The other megametro — finding Nature on a walk above the Chicago River
- Finding Nature on a walk along the Chicago River
- The “White City” musical — and a different Daniel Burnham
- “Our Chicago” — seeing what’s there
- “Our Chicago” — a “hostile pride” in the city
- The green infrastructure — the nurturing (city) forest
- The green infrastructure — in your own backyard
- The green infrastructure — “the next step in Burnham’s vision”
- The green infrastructure — the fabric of nature
- The story of the Burnham Plan
- The future of Chicago — and looking ahead to the centennial of the Burnham Plan

ABOUT THE BLOG

This blog is about history and the future. It’s modern recognition that we live in a time that is created by plans — the future to make plans. Urban planning touches every part of your day to day life. Join the conversation that is shaping our region for the next 100 years.

Register or Login to

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Patrick T. Reardon
Editor - The Chicago Tribune, for nearly 25 years

BLOG CATEGORIES

- [14] civil engagement
- [16] culture
- [16] future
- [5] green legacy
- [18] history
- [4] planning issues
- [8] schools
- [7] transportation

Urban planning touches every part of your day to day life. Join the conversation that is shaping our region for the next 100 years.

THE BURNHAM BLOG

Present at the creation

by Patrick T. Reardon on Tue, 05/19/2009 - 6:00pm. Return to Blog

No one at the Burnham Plan Centennial is happier that the opening of the Zaha Hadid pavilion will be delayed. But there’s a silver lining for art lovers. Visitors to Millennium Park will have the rare opportunity for the next several weeks to watch a work of art come into being, step by step.

This past weekend, workers at a Lincolnwood warehouse dismantled the pavilion’s 7,000 intricately cut and delicately positioned aluminum frame and moved all the pieces to the Chicago Cultural Center. This year’s pavilion, Hadid’s complex structure — which will be “sizes” to the metal skeleton and feature rooftops that extend Chicago’s grid — will be in place.

The two pavilions are the centerpiece of this year’s event at the Plaza at Millennium Park. There, in the spot just south of the already completed Ben van Berkel pavilion, Hadid’s complex structure will be “sizes” to the metal skeleton and feature rooftops that extend Chicago’s grid — will take shape.

THE BURNHAM BLOG

Someday

by Patrick T. Reardon on Fri, 11/06/2009 - 1:10pm. Return to Blog

Someday, fairly soon, a 10-year-old girl will look out over a vast panorama of prairie grasses and river bluffs and wonder if she has time to do something while the view is still unspoiled and unspoiled. She will imagine herself as a young native American or perhaps the daughter of a German immigrant worth for opportunity. Standing there, in the Learning Center at the Midwest National Tallgrass Prairie, 10 years after that day, she will know that 10 years ago, May 1900 was in making that journey possible.
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Social Networking

Burnham100

Learn all about Daniel Burnham: Architect, Planner Fri. at 1:30 on this @chiarchitecture tour http://caf.architecture.org/burnham

@explorechicago RT Just announced! Special evening River Cruise w/Geoffrey Baer CAF docent & @WTTW host Tix selling fast http://bit.ly/9ICnf

6:45 AM Aug 18th, 2009 via web

@ChiTrust I saw Terry Mazany on "Chicagoin" on Sunday. Great interview!!

7:08 AM Aug 13th, 2009 via web

Gregory H. Jenkins Alia

Wall Photos

January 27 at 10:00am - View album

Gregory H. Jenkins Alia

Wall Photos

January 25 at 5:00am - View album